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KUWAIT: The government is keen to promote
Kuwait’s tourism sector and developing it as a
way to diversify sources of income and create
more opportunities for young people, a senior
official said yesterday.

During a speech at the opening ceremony,
Minister of Information and Minister of State for
Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah made those statements at the
inauguration of a conference on tourism titled
‘Tourism and Development: Reality and Outlook’
which kicked off at JW Marriott Hotel yesterday.
The event, held under the motto ‘Tourism is a
need and a purpose,’ is organized by the
Information Ministry ’s Tourism Sector and
Leaders Group for Consulting and Development.

Tourism strategy
The information ministry’s tourism sector

plans to activate the tourism field’s role as well
as form the ‘Supreme Commission for Tourism’ in
order to put Kuwait’s tourism strategy into prac-
tice, the minister said.

“This strategy includes participation from the
private sectors, and aims to promote and devel-
op new sources of national income other than
the traditional methods that are based on oil,” he
added.

According to the minister, developing the
tourism sector’s infrastructure is required to
achieve the vision of transforming Kuwait into
a financial and commercial hub. “In 2013, a
state body was set-up to encourage direct
investment in order to improve the overall
investment environment, enhance competi-
tiveness and expand participation opportuni-
ties,” the minister said. “It also contributes to
the implementation of the goals of economic

and social policies of the country.” 

Vital projects 
Minister Sheikh Salman further indicated that

the Kuwaiti government has already started
implementing many vital projects in that regard.
It also showed interest in diverse cultural activi-
ties undertaken by the Ministry of Information’s
tourism sector and the National Council for
Culture, Arts and Letters (NCCAL). 

“[This] will have a significant impact on the
direct development of the tourism sector in line
with the national strategy for tourism,” the minis-
ter said, adding that it would also help achieve
the strategy’s objectives of creating job opportu-
nities and playing a role in diversifying sources
of income sources.

Sheikh Salman Al-Humoud said meanwhile

that the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) has
many tourism potentials, including the bases to
become a global touristic destination with its
historical, archeological, and cultural legacy. He
pointed out the necessity of activating coopera-
tion and partnership with the private sector and
the development of human resources in the GCC
region.

International factors
Nabila Al-Anjari, President of the Organizing

Committee of the conference and General
Manager of Leaders Group for Consulting and
Development, said meanwhile that “interna-
tional factors emerging in the field of oil and
energy sources require efforts to move towards
the process of mobil ization of tourism in
Kuwait.” 

She further highlighted the importance of
tourism development on the economic level
and to serve the country ’s developmental
ambitions.

“Tourism is a strategic option to achieve sev-
eral national goals economically, financially and
developmentally, not to mention the impor-
tance of tourism and the entertainment indus-
try as an outlet for the social, cultural and local
sectors,” she underlined.

Leading experiences
Anjari further stressed that the conference

aims to take advantage of some of the leading
touristic experiences and find out how to link
between tourism development plans. She not-
ed that the advancement of this sector locally
has become an urgent necessity, especially
since most countries worldwide adopt tourism
as an integral part of their national economies.

“Kuwait must take advantage of the coun-
try’s investment capabilities that exceed $300
million, and employ them to make Kuwait an
attractive touristic destination and to develop
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the important national vision for the
tourism industry in the country,” She said.
Participants at the two-day conference
will present research papers about their
visions and suggestions on organizational,

legislative and procedural topics relate to
the theme of tourism and development.
Proposals presented on that regard will be
the focus of discussion by experts and
specialists during the sessions.
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KUWAIT: The Russian cinema festival in Kuwait repre-
sents the cultural aspect of the deep-rooted bilateral
relations, Information Minister Sheikh Salman Al-
Sabah said late Monday. In a speech on the occasion
of launching the festival at Abdulhussein Abdulredha
Theater, Sheikh Salman said historic visit of His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah to Russian city of Sochi last November and
meeting President Vladimir Putin had “instilled” cul-
tural cooperation between the two countries.

He said the visit was crowned by signing a num-
ber of agreements, including a memorandum of
understanding on cultural and artistic cooperation
between the National Council for Culture, Arts and
letters (NCCAL) and the Russian Ministry of Culture.
The NCCAL is organizing the festival.

On Russian cinema, Sheikh Salman, also Minister
of State for Youth Affairs, commended its long histo-

ry, which dates back to 1896, as well as its profession-
alism and credibility that reflected reality lived by the
Russian people. Sheikh Salman, who acts as
Chairman of NCCAL, hoped that holding the event
would open the door between 4Russian and Kuwaiti
filmmakers to cooperate.

Meanwhile, the visiting Russian Culture Minister
Vladimir Medinsky underpinned significance of
cooperation between the two countries, adding that
art brings people closer and introduces them to dif-
ferent cultures. Then the film “Iron Ivan” was shown, as
it follows the iconic strongman Ivan Poddubniy,
whose sporting career spanned 45 years, beginning in
a circus and culminating in six World Championship
and Olympic titles. It also tells the story of legendary
wrestler who is remarkably trusting and easily
deceived; experiences epic victories alongside enor-
mous changes of fate. — KUNA
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